
An ocean of well-being
Discover an ocean of well-being as your garden becomes a place of refreshment. In summertime, dive in and swim,
take the time to relax. Close by, every day, your own swimming-pool is a source of rest and enjoyment.



Your Bluewood swimming-pool has discreetly arrived to enhance
your garden. Its real wood has a wonderful effect.

Beauty and harmony
Wood is a beautiful and noble material, and blends in perfectly. Your outdoor furniture, the pool edges,
the trees and the water – everything fits so naturally. The authentic touch of wood enhances the functional

areas. The pool edges and decks remain cool and you can enjoy the serene and gentle atmosphere.



Have your friends around for a swim followed by cold drinks and a barbecue.
They’ll love it!

Your garden becomes a place of relaxation and
laughter for people of all ages, happy to come
together around the pool. You will never forget
these times of sharing and mutual enjoyment.

The pleasure of friendship



All the components of your pool are made with the most advanced techniques
out of the best materials. Bluewood’s technical expertise, high standards and
accreditations are your guarantee for a high quality pool. You can rest assured
that the solid and tested construction has been designed to last.

The modular features of Bluewood pools mean that they can be adapted to any
surroundings.
The pools can be fitted to any surface, soil quality, environment and aesthetic
requirements. You can decide how deep to sink your pool: above-ground,
partially-sunk or fully sunk to ground level. The pool floor can be flat, spoon-shaped,
tiered or sloped, according to individual preference.

The 4 options for the pool floor, inclu-
ding the tiered option which is exclu-
sive to Bluewood technology, can
satisfy the needs of adults and children.

U-shaped lower rails 
Made of a reinforced high-density
composite that cannot be corroded.
Can be installed without being fixed
to the ground. The structure’s standard
poles are fitted into this rail.

Pine pool-edges
Made of yellow pine with class 4
autoclave treatment.
Section of 280x35 mm. Their two-part
design and grip technology take into
account the natural size variations of
wood over time (the structure has a
15 year guarantee). Or made of Brazil IPE
(green ebony), excellent general stability,
colour ranging from yellow/orange to close
on black (no guaranteed standard colour). 

Links and fixation parts
Whether straight or angled, these
parts hold the rails directly in the
desired position without needing long
complicated adjustments, precise
angles or complex and inaccurate
manipulations. Assembly is greatly
facilitated by these features. 

Inverted U-shaped upper rail
Made of a reinforced high-density composite
that cannot be corroded. 240x90 mm.
4 functions:
- binds and holds the upper rim of the pool
- holds the liner clamps
- fixes the structural poles
- supports the pool edge or deck

according to requirements.

The pool-edges
The flat edges around the pool’s rim
are available in different varieties of
wood, either naturally rot-resistant
(therefore without guarantee) or
treated (with guarantee). Edges that
include both wood and reconstituted
natural stone are also available. Even
wood-effect paved edges are possible.

Filtration
A traditional filtration system is provided
with the basic equipment that comes
with the pool. This provides an excellent
mechanical treatment of the water.
Its size and capacity are adapted to
the volume of each pool model.

7 standardised angles
The specific shape and sizing of patented
Bluewood poles mean that any angle
combination can be envisaged, whether
flat, sharp-angled or wide-angled, in
order to vary the design of the pool and
allow unprecedented exclusive freedom
in terms of shape.

Bluewood :
Comprehensiveness and reliability

Bluewood’s standard poles
Made from Landes pine-wood
with class 4 autoclave treatment.
Full section 140x50 mm patented
trapezoidal shape (with no tooling
that might weaken the structure).
Simplicity: one single pole reference.
It is made of solid pine, auto-blocking,
reversible and interchangeable without
requiring complete dismantling.
Its verticality and grip system prevent
any water stagnation.

A bracket support pole
Landes pine-wood with class 4
autoclave treatment. Assembled
with the standard pole, it provides a full
section of 150x130 mm. It contributes
to the solidity of the structure and
enhances the general look.

A flat support pole
Landes pine-wood with class 4
autoclave treatment. Linked full sec-
tion of 150x150 mm. It allows all our
models to be installed above ground
(see manufacturer’s recommendations).



Bluewood In-board filter block :
A patented Bluewood achievement
the water flows through the ladder
tubes !

The Bluewood In-board filter block is the result of several years' research
dedicated to quality, durability and beauty.

Bluewood steps and seats made of wood
Two systems for fastening the steps:
n without piercing the liner (patented Bluewood system),

easy to install, no waterproofing required, anybody can install it.
n fastened through the liner – waterproofing required.

The many advantages
of out-board blocks:
n No cut to the liner.
n Easy to install.
n Pre-assembled hydraulic system.
n Simple and risk-free wintering.
n Considerable gain of installation

time.
n Very little piping outside

of the pool, reducing the need
for pipe trim or casing. 

The added advantages of
the Bluewood inboard block: 
n No discontinuity to the pool edging,

a feature that improves resistance
and aspect.

n High powered filtration:
2 skimmers and 2 nozzles.

n Optimal (slanted) positioning
of the skimmers.

n 300W of projection instead
of the usual 100W provided with
this kind of equipment.

n A patented ladder with wooden steps.
n Double lidded skimmers providing

high level security for children.

The block is totally integrated into the pool wall – discreet but effective.



Let us guide you step by step. The parts and components of wood, metal and
composites are designed to be assembled like a game of building blocks. They are
then fastened but can be subsequently dismantled if necessary. As you put the
pieces together, nothing is irreversible. Your sales advisor and our customer hotline
are there to help you. You are quite capable of assembling the
pool yourself. Don’t hesitate. Enjoy the satisfaction
and save money!

Bluewood :
making it simple !

Mark the ground. Remove topsoil
and/or dig to the required depth.

Set in the foundation for the pool. Mark out the shape of the pool
Set the lower rail in place and insert

the standard structural support poles.

Fasten the rim rail in place and affix
the link elements.

Assemble the bracket support poles.

Fit the liner. Hydraulics.
Pool rim-edging.

Fill in remaining space around
the pool.

Assembly instruction booklet and CD. 
Thanks to the booklet, you can set up

the pool safely and easily.

Set up the functional edges
to the pool.

PREPARE

THE SITE
-----------

-----------
PREPARE

THE SITE
-----------

-----------

Assembly is carried out without cement, so there is no drying-time
to delay filling in around the edges and filling the pool

with water.



Other optional extras: external wooden
ladder, chemical input measuring device,
heat pump, wooden spas, optical fibre,
rolling shutter blinds depending on
model, etc.
* Legal requirements in France. Reminder of approved
safety features (03/01/03 government regulation regarding
pool safety). Shelters (NF P90-309 accreditation).
Alarms (NF P90-307). Safety-barriers (NF P90-306).
Safety covers (NF P90-308).

Basic equipment provided with the pool

The inner ladder
Decorative and designed to facilitate

the inner access of the pool.

The inner seat
An easy-to-use and comfortable

feature.

Chemical electrolyser
Carries out the water treatment

automatically.

Summer pool-cover and spool
Helps raise the temperature of the water

and limits evaporation.

Winter pool-cover
Preserves the quality of the water
and makes the pool safe in winter.

Swimming against
the water current

The current improves swimming in terms
of physical exercise and relaxation.

Cleaning robots
Considerably contribute
to maintaining the pool.

The filter casing
A wood or polyester fake-stone casing

to protect the filtration system.

The pool-rim edges
Made of wood or reconstituted stone,
with a choice of natural or fake-wood

aspect.

Approved safety features*
In this case, the 4 season
frame-supported cover.

Felts and liners Stainless steel ladder PVC kit Maintenance kit Electrical system boxFixation partsPumpSand filterRim-edging structure

Bluewood : the freedom of choice
With our pools, you always have a wide choice in terms of comfort, safety and fun!

The following list is not exhaustive.



Our values and commitments

We respect our customers
n A friendly welcome.
n A listening ear.
n A personalised response.
n A commitment to fulfilling our

promises.
Our objective: your satisfaction.

We know what service means
n We remain available after the sale

is concluded.
n We run a dedicated hotline phone

service for our customers.
n We provide a well-trained and

efficient customer support service.
We aim to answer your questions
and provide appropriate solutions.

We select our materials
rigorously
n Careful quality sourcing of materials
n Permanent quality control throughout

production
n Select national representatives
We require excellence.

Environmentally sound
supply requirements
n We use wood from controlled

forestry programmes to make our
pools.

n We use treatments that present no
danger to health and the environment.

Our production methods aim
to preserve the environment.

Our guarantees

We provide a real knowledge
of pool professions
n Patented pool designs and

equipment.
n Thousands of pools installed

in the past 20 years.

We pride ourselves in meeting
your requirements
n A modular concept that allows

a great freedom in terms of shape.
n 16 standard shapes in many sizes.
n A range of 4 pool-floors: flat,

spoon-shaped, tiered and sloped.
n Designs can be fitted to any type

of soil and terrain, above-ground,
partially-sunk or sunk to ground-
level. (Above-ground installation is
available for many of the models,
depending on the manufacturers’
recommendations).

Production is quality
certified
n Core treatment of all wood: class 4

treatment according to CTBA
certification (CTBA: technical
agency for the wood industry).

n Core autoclave ACQ treatment
(environmentally safe, CTBA label
B+, fungicide and rot-resistant)
with a 15 year guarantee.

n Wood is sourced from sustainably
managed forests, certified by the
European programme for forestry
certification (PECK) for both
yellow pine and Landes pine.

Installation and set-up
are easy and dependable
n The basic structure is placed on the

ground foundation (not fixed) for
rapid assembly.

n Construction has been simplified
thanks to a single structural feature
(Bluewood’s patented pole design).

n Link elements are designed to be
easy to fit.

n The integrated patented liner fixation
system makes this 
operation very
simple.

GUARANTEES  n WOOD : CLASS 4 CTBA TREATMENT GUARANTEED 15 YEARS (ACQ TREATMENT)  n HIGH-DENSITY REINFORCED
COMPOSITE PARTS: GUARANTEED TO COMPLY WITH EUROPEAN STANDARDS N°13 7063  n LINER 75/100TH: MANUFACTURER
10 YEAR SLIDING-SCALE GUARANTEE  n POOL EQUIPMENT AND OPTIONAL EXTRAS: USUAL MANUFACTURER GUARANTEES.

20 years of experience in designing and supplying swimming pools have made
Bluewood collaborators into experts in their field. Today, Bluewood can promise
4 main values and advantages:

Bluewood is a patented concept
Bluewood’s major advantages depend on the unequalled flexibility of wood-based
solutions, on the verticality of its structures, on the ease of assembly and on
the absence of permanently fixed parts (except for the concrete foundation
floor) which means that our pools can be entirely dismantled if needed.



The Bluewood range:
16 standard shapes in many sizes, your own shape, and many more besides…

Model 5 ø 2.10

Model 7 ø 2.70

Model 9 ø 3.35

Model 11 ø 4.00

Model 13 ø 4.65

Model 15 ø 5.30

Model 17 ø 5.95

Model 19 ø 6.60

Model 21 ø 7.25

The Volga Measurements*

Model 3.85 3.85 x 3.10

Model 4.45 4.45 x 3.70

Model 5.05 5.05 x 4.30

Model 5.65 5.65 x 4.90

Model 6.25 6.25 x 5.50

The Amstel Measurements*

Model 5.25 5.25 x 2.50

Model 5.60 5.60 x 3.10

Model 6.10 6.10 x 3.10

Model 7.40 7.40 x 3.70

Model 8.30 8.30 x 4.30

Model 9.10 9.10 x 4.90

Model 9.95 9.95 x 5.50

Model 10.45 10.45 x 5.50

Model 10.95 10.95 x 5.50

Model 12.30 12.30 x 6.10

The Garonne Measurements*

Model 6.35 6.35 x 3.10

Model 7.70 7.70 x 3.70

Model 8.30 8.30 x 4.30

Model 9.10 9.10 x 4.90

Model 10.45 10.45 x 5.50

The Escaut Measurements*

Model 6.50 6.50 x 3.80

Model 7.55 7.55 x 4.30

Model 8.20 8.20 x 4.80

Model 9.00 9.00 x 5.15

Model 9.45 9.45 x 5.50

Model 10.80 10.80 x 6.30

The Amazone Measurements*

The Missouri

Model 7.50 7.50 x 3.80

Model 8.00 8.00 x 3.80

Model 8.50 8.50 x 4.05

Model 9.10 9.10 x 4.40

Model 9.70 9.70 x 5.00

Model 10.30 10.30 x 5.60

The Rio Grande Measurements*

The Yang Tse Kiang

Model 7.00 7.00 x 4.50

Model 7.60 7.60 x 5.10

Model 8.60 8.60 x 5.65

Model 9.45 9.45 x 6.25

Model 9.90 9.90 x 6.65

The Colorado Measurements*

The Yellow Stone
Model 5.45 5.45 x 2.95

Model 5.95 5.95 x 3.45

Model 6.70 6.70 x 3.70

Model 7.65 7.65 x 4.20

Model 8.40 8.40 x 4.45

Model 9.40 9.40 x 4.95

Model 10.40 10.40 x 5.20

The Tamise Measurements*

Model 4.65 4.65 x 4.65

Model 5.45 5.45 x 5.45

Model 6.45 6.45 x 6.45

The Durance Measurements*

Model 6.55 6.55 x 3.35

Model 7.05 7.05 x 3.85

Model 7.50 7.50 x 4.25

Model 8.00 8.00 x 4.75

Model 9.15 9.15 x 4.95

Model 10.30 10.30 x 5.35

The Maritza Measurements*

The Ounja

Model 6.55 6.55 x 3.35

Model 7.05 7.05 x 3.85

Model 7.50 7.50 x 4.25

Model 8.00 8.00 x 4.75

Model 9.15 9.15 x 4.95

Model 10.30 10.30 x 5.35

The Danube Measurements*

The Rhône

The Volga

The Tamise

The Durance

The Danube The Rhône

The Maritza The Ounja

The Amazone

The Missouri

The Rio
Grande

The Colorado

The Amstel

The Garonne

The Escaut

The
Yang Tse

Kiang

You can design
your own pool

The Yellow
Stone

*Outer measurements,
in metres



P O O L  D E S I G N

P O O L  D E S I G N

BLUEWOOD - CHEMIN DE BONPAS - 84140 MONTFAVET - FRANCE - SAS 150 000 € CAPITAL - RCS 480 829 837

www. bluewood.fr n Tél. 00 33 4 90 01 26 83
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Turn your garden into
a cool place of
refreshment…


